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TYPES OF FUNCTIONS



DIFFERENT TYPES OF ARGUMENTS



PRACTICE QUESTION 1

def Display(Name,age):

print("Name =",Name,"age =",age)

Display("John",25)

Display(40,"Sachin")

(a) Name = John age = 25

error

(b) error

(c)  Name = John age = 25

Name = 40 age = Sachin



PRACTICE QUESTION 2

def Display(Name,age):

print("Name =",Name,"age =",age)

Display("John")

(a) Name = John  age = 0

(b) Name = John   age = age

(c) Name = john

(d) error



PRACTICE QUESTION 3

def Display(num1,num2):

print(num1,num2)

Display(40,num2=10)

(a) 40  10

(b) error



PRACTICE QUESTION 4

def Display(num1,num2):

print(num1,num2)

Display(num2=10,40)

(a) 40 10

(b) 10 40

(c) error



VARIABLE LENGTH ARGUMENTS

Sometimes, the programmer does not know how many values a function may receive.
In that case, the programmer cannot decide how many arguments to be given in the
function definition.

For example, if the programmer is writing a function to add two numbers, he can
write:

add(a, b)

But, the user who is using this function may want to use this function to find sum of
three numbers. In that case, there is a chance that the user may provide 3 arguments
to this function as:

add(10, 15, 20)

Then the add() function will fail and error will be displayed. If the programmer wants
to develop a function that can accept ‘n’ arguments, that is also possible in Python..



VARIABLE LENGTH ARGUMENTS

For this purpose, a variable length argument is used in the function definition.

A variable length argument is an argument that can accept any number of values.

The variable length argument is written with a ‘ * ’ symbol before it in the function
definition as:

def add(farg, *args):

Here, ‘farg’ is the formal argument and ‘*args’ represents variable length argument.
We can pass 1 or more values to this ‘*args’ and it will store them all in a tuple. A
tuple is like a list where a group of elements can be stored. In Program 19, we are
showing how to use variable length argument



RETURNING MULTIPLE VALUES

(a) n1 is 3

n2 is 2

(b) n1 is 2

n2 is 3

(c)  n1 is 3

n2 is 3

(d)  n1 is 2

n2 is 2 



PRACTICE QUESTION 1
A GAME OF LUCK

A player rolls two dice. Each die has six faces. These faces
contain 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 spots. After the dice have come to rest,
the sum of the spots on the two upward faces is calculated. If the
sum is 7 or 11 on the first throw, the player wins. If the sum is 2, 3
or 12 on the first throw (called “craps”), the player loses (i.e., the
“house” wins). If the sum is 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 or10 on the first throw,
then that sum becomes the player’s “point.” To win, you must
continue rolling the dice until you “make your point.” The player
loses by rolling a 7 before making the point.



PRACTICE QUESTION 2
Write a program to print calendar for a specific month in a year



LOCAL VS GLOBAL VARIABLES

def Demo():

q = 10 #Local variable q

print("The value of Local variable q:",q)

Demo()

print("The value of Local variable q:",q)

p = 20 #global variable p

def Demo():

q = 10 #Local variable q

print("The value of Local variable q:",q)

print("The value of Global Variable p:",p)

Demo()

print("The value of Global Variable p:",p)

print("The value of Local variable q:",q)



GLOBAL KEYWORD

p = 20            #global variable p

def Demo():

q = 10    #Local variable q

print("The value of Local variable q:",q)

print("The value of Global Variable p:",p)

Demo()

print("The value of Global Variable p:",p)

print("The value of Local variable q:",q)

p = 20              #global variable p

def Demo():

global q

q = 10          #Local variable q

print("The value of Local variable q:",q)

print("The value of Global Variable p:",p)

Demo()

print("The value of Global Variable p:",p)

print("The value of Local variable q:",q)



LAMBDA FUNCTION

➢Lambda functions are named after the Greek letter  (lambda).

➢These are also known as anonymous functions. 

➢Such kind of functions are not bound to a name. 

➢They only have a code to execute that which is associated with them. 

➢The basic syntax for a lambda function is:

Name = lambda(variables): Code



LAMBDA FUNCTION

def func(x):

return x*x*x

print(func(3))

cube = lambda x: x*x*x     #Define lambda 
function

print(cube(3))             #Call lambda function



RECURSION

Recursion is a useful technique borrowed from mathematics.

Recursive code is generally shorter and easier to write than iterative code. Generally,
loops are turned into recursive functions when they are compiled or interpreted.

Recursion is most useful for tasks that can be defined in terms of similar subtasks. For
example, sort, search, and traversal problems often have simple recursive solutions.



RECURSION



NORMAL RECURSION VS TAIL RECURSION
(FACTORIAL OF A NUMBER)

Normal Recursion Tail Recursion



HOW TO CONVERT A NON TAIL RECURSIVE 
FUNCTION INTO A TAIL RECURSIVE FUNCTION?

A non tail recursion function can be converted to a tail recursive function by adding 
one or more auxiliary parameters .

For example, result is added as an auxiliary parameter in the definition of function 
fact in the previous example.



THE FUNCTION SUM_POSITIVE_NUMBERS SHOULD RETURN THE SUM OF ALL POSITIVE NUMBERS BETWEEN THE
NUMBER N RECEIVED AND 1. FOR EXAMPLE, WHEN N IS 3 IT SHOULD RETURN 1+2+3=6, AND WHEN N IS 5
IT SHOULD RETURN 1+2+3+4+5=15. FILL IN THE GAPS TO MAKE THIS WORK:

def sum_positive_numbers(n):

# The base case is n being smaller than 1

if n < 1:

return ___________

# The recursive case is adding this number to the sum of the numbers smaller than this one.

return __________ + sum_positive_numbers(___)

print(sum_positive_numbers(3))         # Should be 6

print(sum_positive_numbers(5))        # Should be 15



FILL IN THE BLANKS TO MAKE THE IS_POWER_OF FUNCTION RETURN WHETHER THE NUMBER IS A POWER OF
THE GIVEN BASE. NOTE: BASE IS ASSUMED TO BE A POSITIVE NUMBER. TIP: FOR FUNCTIONS THAT RETURN A
BOOLEAN VALUE, YOU CAN RETURN THE RESULT OF A COMPARISON.

def is_power_of(number, base):

if number < base:                  # Base case: when number is smaller than base.

# If number is equal to 1, it's a power (base**0).

return _________

return is_power_of(__, ___) # Recursive case: keep dividing number by base.

print(is_power_of(8,2)) # Should be True

print(is_power_of(64,4)) # Should be True

print(is_power_of(70,10))    # Should be False



FIBONACCI SERIES:0 1 1 2 3 5 8 13 21 …………
ENTER THE TERM NUMBER(FOR EXAMPLE TERM NUMBER OF 0 IS 1,2 IS 
4……..) IN OUTPUT WE WILL HAVE THE NUMBER AT THAT LOCATION



NORMAL RECURSION VS TAIL RECURSION
(FIBONACCI FUNCTION)

NORMAL RECURSION TAIL RECURSION



RECURSION VS ITERATION



IMPORTANT POINTS ABOUT RECURSION

Recursive algorithms have two types of cases, recursive cases and base cases.

Every recursive function case must terminate at a base case.

Generally, iterative solutions are more efficient than recursive solutions [due to the overhead
of function calls].

A recursive algorithm can be implemented without recursive function calls using a stack, but it’s
usually more trouble than its worth. That means any problem that can be solved recursively can
also be solved iteratively.

For some problems, there are no obvious iterative algorithms.

Some problems are best suited for recursive solutions while others are not.



EXAMPLE ALGORITHMS OF RECURSION

Fibonacci Series, Factorial Finding 

Merge Sort, Quick Sort 

Binary Search 

Tree Traversals and many Tree Problems: InOrder, PreOrder PostOrder

Graph Traversals: DFS [Depth First Search] and BFS [Breadth First Search]

Dynamic Programming Examples 

Divide and Conquer Algorithms 

Towers of Hanoi 

Backtracking 


